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PLAY BOOK 
It’s no sheer repetition, but new encounters with fresh rules and stimuli! 

Spatial Change → Place-Making → State Change 
 
 

I 
BASIC. GENERIC. 

 
(Wong Chun-hoi, Linda Lai, Dn/Ve #5, p. 1) 
 
Phase 0. 
 
The very first assemblage: a starting point, gathering things, gathering people, gathering 
individual actions → the emergence of Second Life and traces for future development 

第零階段。第一次的撿、搜、集、聚：物件、物料、人、想法、就地活動 → 後續生命

的冒現，為未來留下了潛在痕跡。 
 
Phase 1.   
 
Assembling lots of videos on top of installed objects → Environmental principles 
(conversation, recycling, repurposing) + Playfulness (performance with objects and videos) 

第一階段。以環保、 挪用已有資源為原則。聚集了近 10 年的短小實驗性錄像。再加

上已聚集的各種物資，可以幹點甚麼？ 
 
Phase 2. 
 
Installation + Theatre → Short-term events. Minimum planning, minimum objectives + on-
site improvisation + transformation of objects 

第二階段。參與者在已有現場裝置加入自己的東西，合成就地即興的劇場式裝置，把

物件轉化翻新。 
 
> Are there rules or frameworks one must observe in an Assemblage? 
 
In what sense is this a learning occasion? What kind of learning? 
WCH Assemblage soon proliferated into multiple forms as different FPC members picked up 
the framework and injected their own temperaments, sentiments, and actions, and this 
soon conjoined in performance formats. Gaming and playfulness have grown to be 
prominent features, augmented by sound-making acts with ordinary objects. 
 
A few pointers for participants of an Assemblage evolved over the years could be 
summarised as follows, on the basis of discipline and respect: 
 



1. Feel your presence on the spot, feel your environment: find your own way to exist here 
and now, allow your sentiments to unfold and flow. 身處展場，或用你的方法去存在於此，探索

一下四周。 
2. Use only the material obtainable on-site and within the set time frame—it could be 
gleaned objects, or something you brought with yourself to the event; what’s important is 
not to spend any money, nor to trash any material. 只能用你能在時限內得到的材料，可以是撿拾

的，可以是自己帶來的，總之不要浪費金錢。 
3. Be alert and accept whatever happens on site, take advantage of it, use it, change it, and 
be willing to accept the final outcome of the assemblage time. 接受同場發生的任何事，並善用

它，改變它，也必需接受展出期間的任何後期聚疊。 
4. Act independently, dialogue with one another, and work together. 我們必須獨立行事，也必

須合作對話。 
 
(Notes made in April 2022) 
 
 
 

II. 
HOW TO TRAVEL outside FP production site to do Assemblage… 

 

 

//Sample based on “ensemble” at VT Artsalon, Taipei, 《類聚集台北》，非常廟藝文空間 

(2017.05.30–06.10) 
https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/record-of-ensemble-plan (Art Notes 
2017.06.17, Floating Teatime) 
 
//New stimuli: i/ a foreign city, an unknown neighbourhood; ii/ the need to sort out 
logistics and a backup network; iii/ unfamiliar venue; iv/ the lack of an in-house storage; 
v/ more pre-planning needed in terms of what objects each player should bring and could 
manage to carry; vi/ how to resolve on the spot interpersonal clash of opinion 
 

 
“Ensemble lingered between planning and unplanned. While we did not have a focus, 
we allowed our actions to flow and extend freely, letting ourselves struggle and 
discover the pleasure of the process. Other than a bunch of alien gleaned objects 
assembled on site, there were us, and all the chance encounters that were about to 
come.” 
—Wong Chun-hoi (2017) 

 
「《聚集計劃》在計劃與否之間，我們無從著力點，卻讓任意伸展，過中掙扎或發現

樂趣。在一堆陌生的聚集物中，剰下的，只有我們本人，以及一切的機遇。」 

—王鎮海 （2017） 

 
**The following is reconstructed by Linda Lai based on Wong Chun-hoi’s notes. 
 
Day 0: Before traveling 
Group discussion:  

https://www.floatingprojectscollective.net/art-notes/record-of-ensemble-plan


*How do we adapt the basic rules of assemblage to incorporate the specificities of an alien 
space? 
*(Individual participants) Lay out the objects in mind (to use) and start to consider multiple 
possibilities of collage-connectivity—matching, colliding, combining, etc. 
*Decide aspects that require limit-setting and control to ensure wholesomeness of the 
work. 
*Decide the hints of an endpoint to ensure a sense of closure. 
 
Logistics consideration: compile a list of objects, engage shipping service, shorten the 
distance between collection, storage, and loading points as much as possible. 
Advanced research: the practicality of gleaning objects for repurposing near the 
performance venue. 
 
Day 1: Arrival 
*Logistics inventory. 
*Site visit: study the venue and its neighbourhood. 
*Treasure hunting. 
 
Day 2: On-site workshop 
*Work through all gleaned and shipped objects in the venue. 
*Make individual lists of what objects will be taken up by each performer. 
*Each person describes to the group the objects of individual choice. 
*Get second and third opinion: the potential of each object as seen by those not selecting it. 
*Categorise, or group, all the objects as a form of on-the-spot analysis—by shape, by 
function, by source and context, by additional content inscribed on an object, etc.  
*Sort out cross group relations: cross check if any groups of objects are the counterpart or 
contradiction of another group. 
*Create individual list of objects by each performer, incorporating personal brought objects, 
with annotations on group type.  
*Loosen up individual ownership to see all objects as a part of the categorised pools of 
material for shared use. 
*Set a time limit to a re-selection process: to take stock of unused objects after performers 
revised the objects they plan to use.  
*Final rescue of objects classified unusable.  
 
Day 3: Setting up 
*(Individual performers) complete their own “assemblage” work with their choice of 
objects. 
*Set the hour for the deadline of initial site-specific installation, which is also the “game and 
play” of the day.  
*Review—at the end of the day after playing:  

-Purpose: Why did we set up this game? What is its value? 
-Attitudes: collaboration vs individual action / letting go (see what happens) vs insistence 
-Aesthetics: what have we learned about our own unstated, internalised aesthetic 
principles through playing, and what are our assessment criteria for what we have done? 

*Set up a tentative theme or title for the work as it goes public. 
 



Day 4: Towards clarity 
*Discussion (with curator/commissioner and on the spot among performers): what are the 
elements specific to the place where the assemblage takes place? 
*Each performer creates one’s own instruction card, and together all performers decide 
how to display the instruction cards. 
*Security issues: estimate the potential danger of each performer’s on-site construction for 
the visitors’ sake. 
 
Day 5: Assemblage → Site-specific Installation 
*New rules or change of site display may occur as the player-performers and the organiser 
find fit. 
 
 
 

 
III. 

as a … STAGED PERFORMANCE 
(documentation) 

https://vimeo.com/183945249 (performance 47m40s) 
https://d-normal-v-essay.floatingprojectscollective.net/video-zine/issue-5-set-1-

assemblage-spatial-pressure-calibration?page=7 (rehearsals) 
 

//Sample based on “Object-Subjectivity…” at No Reference (2016, Videotage, Cattle 
Depot) 
 
//Formal specifics: attention on lines and measurable speed as each player-performer has 
her own set of action for on-stage improvisation 
 
//New stimuli: i/ an open assignment (an invitation to develop a collective art 
performance to annotate Linda Lai’s on-site installation, a chronology of media art); ii/ 
new space: On & On Theatre Workshop, Cattle Depot; iii/ promoted to be a performance 
with an interested audience; iv/ pre-framed emphasis, open episodic structure, and v/ 
there is a designated “stage.” 
 
//Use of writing and live performance of automatic writing 

 
REHEARSAL (2 sessions):  
*Find one’s routine: each performer should come up with a set of repeatable actions as one 
likes…  
Reference: Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A 
*Repeat the routine in order to feel its variational expandability and the physical strength 
involved…  
*Develop the routine into algorithms: variation in sequential order of the constituent 
elements would result in something very different.  
 e.g., A-B-C-D-E-F is qualitatively different from B-A-F-C-E-D, or F-A-E-B-D-C, etc. 
 

https://vimeo.com/183945249
https://d-normal-v-essay.floatingprojectscollective.net/video-zine/issue-5-set-1-assemblage-spatial-pressure-calibration?page=7
https://d-normal-v-essay.floatingprojectscollective.net/video-zine/issue-5-set-1-assemblage-spatial-pressure-calibration?page=7


*Consider one’s personal routines and rules in tangential relation to the event’s broad 
general theme—water, cleansing, undoing colour codes 
 
There is an initiator, but no single author. There is a producer, with many more producers in 
action. Doing things together, and doing different things together on a shared stage within 
the same time-frame, are highlighted. 
 
Pre-defined framework to facilitate individual improvisation: 
*The performance comprises a series of structured improvisations in three acts with a coda. 
*Act 1 is a game: we play a game together on stage in front of an audience, they watch and 
observe to sort out the unstated rule.  
*There is only one predetermined element which is in Act 3: moving a water closet to the 
centre of the stage collectively, like a ceremony.  
*A Chinese text on the history of Hong Kong is written in advance, printed on 
transparencies, to be manually projected one-by-one on the back wall of the stage during 
the performance by one of the players. 
*On another wall on stage will be projected the automatic writing by one player on the 
spot, which is a description and commentary on the ongoing actions on stage. 
 
Object-Subjectivities the performance asserts the therapeutic power of communication via 
doing things together. The principle of “collective co-individuation” manifests itself in a play 
with objects: each performer follows his/her own self-made “algorithmic” routines, 
together forming a meditative space with multi-stranded performance, meant to invite 
sharing and exchange. 
 
Act One: “automation, emergence, artificial intelligence, programmed democracy” 
Act Two: “hardworking algorithms” 
Act Three: “collective co-individuation” 
Coda: “relentless remembering” 
Total performance time: About 40 minutes 
 
DETAILS OF EACH ACT: (objects, actions) 
 
Act One: “automation, emergence, artificial intelligence, programmed democracy” 
/ Performance opens with books randomly lying on the floor: Blue Paper, Green Paper, 
White Paper (papers presented in the Legislative Council for discussion), the little Red Book 
(Mao’s words), and an anonymous little book with a black cover. [綠皮書、白皮書、藍皮書、小

紅書 、和不知名的小黑皮書] http://relyky.blogspot.hk/2010/09/blog-post.html   
[***The White Paper, Blue Paper, and Green Paper are from HK’s colonial phase. They were 
some of the few objects pertaining to the room for negotiation, and the token of minimum 
democracy] 
/ Performers come in to enact Michael Resnick’s AI algorithm of cellular automata, modelled 
after termites’ transportation of food—now adapted for human bodies transporting books…  
// Books are scattered across the floor space. 
// Rule-based actions for players: walk across the floor space, if you arrive in a book by your 
feet, and you have no books in your hand, pick up the book and keep walking; when you 

http://relyky.blogspot.hk/2010/09/blog-post.html


arrive in a book on floor and you’ve already got a book in hand, put down your book next to 
it. 
// All players repeat the action sequence at the same time within a set time frame.  
After a few iterations of simple rule-based actions, all the books will be gathered in one 
place (centre? corner? the exact location of the pile is the result of on-site action.) 
This is a simple AI program to train robots to clean, also a simple exercise to understand 
what “algorithm” means. 
 
/ TRANSITION: sound, gibberish, phone rings… 
 
Act Two: “hardworking algorithms” 
/ Begins with spreading of white paper of different sizes, different performers enter, each 
occupying a fixed spot, and diligently but not mechanically repeating their own routines. 
At one point, they begin to form groups of two. Whatever they have been doing, whatever 
object they have been playing with… they now “exchange” or “combine” to “invent” a new 
activity… together… 
 
[Throughout Act Two, one or more performers would volunteer to intervene with others’ 
ongoing routine-algorithms. Performers would have to respond or make way for the 
intruders.] 
 
[Throughout Act One and Two, wall projection shows an invisible performer diligently 
writing—automatic writing in the beginning… gradually turning into a running text that is a 
letter to Hong Kong. Sounds made by different performers grow louder and clash more as if 
they are competing against one another.] 
 
/ Sound cues to push Act Two to Act Three. 
 
Act Three: “collective co-individuation” 
/ Water closet enters and settles in the centre-stage. A series of meditative activities, each 
performer “honouring” the water closet in one’s own way—sketching, doing yoga, praying, 
writing, recording sound with  a boom mic wearing a head-set, playing a musical instrument, 
posturing, the opening and closing of umbrellas, video-recording, attempts to vocalise, etc. 
 
/ Gradually, the boundary between the audience and the performers blurs. Members of the 
audience may be invited to join to offer their own way of reacting to the artificially 
sustained water fountain inside a transparent closet. 
 
Coda: 
Algorithmic action routines by each performer gradually come to a closure at various points 
in different tempos. 
Gradually, only automatic writing remains (on the wall) 
The performance ends on a note of restlessness with a touch of chaos… 
Automatic writing continues its description, of performers then visitors, and turns into 
nonsense… 
 
 



Concept/Structure: Linda LAI 
Producer: WONG Chun-hoi 
Water Closet (design): WONG Chun-hoi, Wing CHEUK 
Chinese Text: LAI Wai-leung 
Performers: Linda LAI (live automatic writing), WONG Chun-hoi (projection, sound), Andio 
LAI (reading, walking, distributing books), WONG Fuk-kuen (rope-playing), Hugo YEUNG 
(measuring, sound), Fiona LEE (swinging light-bulbs), Kenji WONG (video performance), 
Anna CHIM (swimming on the floor), DING Cheuk-lam (reading aloud), and Wing CHEUK 
(interacting with other performers) 
 
 


